
Andrew Chang - Present 
Andrew Jiang - Present 
Sarah Anderson - Present 
Basia Rosenbaum - Absent 
Jessica Ding - Present 
Nikitha Reddy - Present 
Daniel Montoya - Present 
Neil Reilly - Present 
Marija Jevtic - Present 
Amy Tan - Present 
Abigail Kasdin - Late 
Annie Warnke - Present 
Spencer Ma - Late 
John Bowers - Present 
Sidney Li - Present 
Balim Barutcu - Absent 
Eliza Ennis - Present 
 
8:03 - Program Updates 
HMUN - Staff selection done, 12 spots left for conference 
HNMUN - 930 registered delegates, staff selection done 
HMUN China - Alpha contract good, registration ahead of schedule 
HMUN India - it’s lit. they have a reunion tomorrow. Wow! 
HNMUN LA - LCC approved, registration ahead of schedule 
IRoC - great event with the Weatherhead Center, releasing leadership applications and Fellows Liaison 
program, send through IRC Corporate 
HPIE - 12 new tutors, tutor training done! 
HIR - summer issue done, winter issue coming up 
ICMUN - CMUNNY on its way 
 
8:13 - Future BoD Meetings 
Oct 19, 8-10 
Nov 16, 8-10 
Dec 5, 8-10 
 
8:19 - Sexual Harassment Policy Introduction 

● Miranda - one of the IRC Responders, worked with Title IX and OSAPR 
● Abby: how are members “found to be” responsible for something? Judicial process? 

○ The Office of Dispute Resolution (attorneys but not for the university) perform an 
investigation, gives names to Ad Board 



● Clarification: Qualtrics form is name blind unless name is voluntarily included, filer can then meet 
with Responder of choice (and who they would not want to meet with) 

● Annie: removal of an IRC member 
○ Mia: originally wanted more involvement from University but decision has to be made 

within the IRC 
● Andrew Jiang: provisional actions not reported/disclosed to leadership? 

○ Can only enforce disciplinary action if the reporter wants it to happen 
○ BoD receives report every semester with names wiped 
○ 3 cases must be proven distinct 

● Andrew Chang: clarification of provisional measure. What if one of the people involved is a program 
head? Leadership? 

○ Limit to provisional measure. Should go to higher level of leadership, but if it’s a program 
head then provisional measure does not apply 

● Marija: more serious ramifications for leadership if they are accused? 
○ Clarification: provisional measures are just actions that are not disciplinary, not the 

exhaustive list of possibilities 
○ Daniel: given institutional change of BoD, section in bylaws about removing members of the 

BoD if they have committed sexual harassment/assault. Can also begin process for BoD 
removal in that way 

○ Sarah: bylaws say that to remove someone from BoD, need ⅔ majority BoD vote. They can 
also be removed from the IRC through a separate process 

● Spencer: what if they go through a university system (OSAPR)? 
○ Mia: we wouldn’t get any information about those legal proceedings. Victims at any point 

have the right to stop a case or go to university services instead 
● Sarah: if victim is unable to represent him/herself (ie a student not in the IRC who can’t lodge a 

complaint through this process) 
○ Miranda: can only inform everyone at an IRC event that the Responder system exists and 

that they can use it, don’t have jurisdiction over non-IRC members 
○ Eliza: people can also fill out and submit the form even if you are not the one assaulted 

■ Would be included as part of the report, but disciplinary action cannot be taken on 
someone unless the direct victim wanted to take action 

● Abby: note on prohibiting officers from engaging in sexual or romantic relationships with direct 
supervisees? Is this reasonable? Enforceable? 

○ Miranda: based on military and tutor policy 
○ Not easily traceable, how do you investigate? 
○ Sidney: does this violate members’ privacy? Seems corrective, unlike reactive (like the rest of 

the report) 
○ Miranda: hinges on question of if you think a person with direct supervision over another 

engaging in a relationship with their supervisee is sexual harassment. If majority disagree, 
then we should remove the clause 

○ Marija: power and authority doesn’t extend as far as in the workplace/military, we are also 
students of Harvard College 

○ Mia: leadership terms are not forever 



● Amy: what if 3rd party files a report but we don’t know who either person involved is? 
○ Miranda: used as a data point in a potential further official report 

● Andrew Chang: data is shared among Responders, but what is the responsibility of the Responders? 
○ Miranda: continuing to shape the role of the responders 
○ Add to qualtrics form if responder should not be looking at a certain case 
○ Concern about making it so that you can only see data that pertains to you? If anyone marks 

that they don't want a specific responder to see it, then they won’t automatically? Would be 
used in cases of bias 

● Neil: process of selecting Responders? 
○ Vote? Probably not by all of the IRC? Nomination?  
○ No process for appointing them yet 

● Neil: clarification regarding no-contact orders 
○ Only Title IX, Ad Board and person bringing it up know about no-contact order if it’s 

granted, leadership and responders not informed 
○ Unless they went to Responders directly, we wouldn’t know about it 
○ Has to be responsibility of the individual to decide whether or not to notify us => then offer 

up provisional measures probably 
● Eliza: procedural - vote on each section separately? 
● Andrew Jiang: Aim 2, 3, 5 

○ Clumped together bc those are the aims that require a name 
○ Conversations will be different depending on the aim 

● Marija: if a person is removed from a program, is the IRC notified? 
○ Yes - bylaws only outline how to be removed from the IRC 

● Annie: a sexual misconduct and assault awareness form sent out to all programs? Yes 
● Definition of sexual harassment outlined in the Qualtrics form 
● Sidney: where can people find the Qualtrics form? 

○ Linked to an email invite blast 
○ Establishing responders as more of a role 

9:31 - EVERYONE OOHS AND AHHS ABOUT THE NEW WEBSITE! HARVARDIRC.ORG 
Back to new policy 
9:34 - moving into voting procedure 

● Pg 3 pt 4 (relationships w supervisees)- removed from policy 
● Removal from group: change ½ to ⅔ majority in accordance with bylaws 
● Pg 6 pt 3: add language, “unless the complained withholds information from one of the responders 

in which the responder will speak to the non-excluded responders” 
● Marija: what if it’s a public event and BoD still needs to vote to remove a BoD member => need to 

establish quorum? 
● 9:44 - Document passes 


